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I. ISSUES OF THE DAY IN AMERICAN EDUCATION:
A. Schools are failing
B. Need for standardized testing
C. Teacher pay tied to test scores
D. Need for better teacher evaluation
E. Repeal of tenure laws
F. Merit pay based on “Value added”

II. WHAT ABOUT OUR STRING PROGRAMS?
A. A range from excellent to weak
B. We have no standardized tests
C. No correlation between tests and pay
D. Need better teacher evaluation
E. Tenure laws being considered in Michigan legislature
F. Merit pay?  Maybe

III. My observations:
A. Broad range of chievement from very strong to very weak
B. Many towns with no strings at all
C. Strong ones: HS orchestras play sstandard “adult” repertoire well
D. Weak ones:  Play simplified arrangements;  never to to festival
E. Most disappointing to see:

1. posture and hand position problems
2. intonation
3. stuck in D major
4. 6 inches of bow at middle
5. weak tone
6. shifting insecure if at all
7. etc.

F. What goes wrong?
G. We need to examine

1. How we teach new skills and concepts in the first place
2. How we remediate “old” problems

IV. Playing a string instrument represents quintessential multi-tasking
A. Several skills

1. Right hand--bowing, tone production



2. Left hand-- fingering, pitch
3. Listening-- correcting pitch
4. Rhythm-- pulse & division of time
5. Reading notation-- decoding symbols on a schedule
6. Playing together
7. Intensity-- loud / soft
8. Playing “well”-- beauty, spirit, style

B. Each task governed by a different part of the brain.

V. Assumption:  we learn each new morsel of learning one at a time.  Do we?
A. Method books present many unrelated concepts isimulteaneously and 

in rapid order
B. Students bombarded with too many ideas to be learned at once.

VI. The best learning is ONE TRACK learning;  we can only concentrate on one thing at a 
time.

VII. The FIVE MODES of learning
A. Teacher must identify the concept needed to be taught
B. Develop the concept in 5 modes

1. Sound-- how something sounds
2. Feeling-- how something feels
3. Sight-- how something looks
4. Name-- What we call it;  a way of recalling the learning
5. Connection-- how the new learning relates to the larger world

C. Example:  down bow, up bow

VIII.Teachers need a mono-tasking strategy for presenting each new concept

IX. Assessment
A. Monitor students visually to see that everyone “gets it”
B Devise countless ways to explain until everyone learns
C. How do you know when the job is done?

1. Everyone can do the new concept alone-- MONO-TASKING
2. Everyone can combine the new learning with old learning--

MULTI-TASKING
D. Each new task must be learned well enough that the new task no longer 
requires the student’s CENTRAL CONCENTRATION

X. Remediating “old” problems
A. Strip back the layers of complexity to a point where the student can

execute with success.
B. Then rebuild one layer at a time



XI. MONO-TASKING common problems
A. Left-hand

1. Use multiple bows per pitch to allow for corrections
2. Scrutinize the transitions-- how fingers get from place to place
3. Gradually accelerate

B. Bowing problems
1. Use an open string (s)
2. Examine role of shoulder/elbow, wrist, and fingers
3. Committ to muscle memory
4. Gradually accelerate without stiffness

C. Bow/ finger synchronization
1. Stop the bow
2. Get the new finger ready while the bow is stopped
3. Resume the bow
4. Scrutinize the transition motions

5. Apply dotted rhythms--  _ . _ . /  . _ . _ /  _ . . . / . . . _
D. Fast passages

1. Gradually accelerate “known”  pieces or scale
2. Check for tension-- basic setup
3. Scrutinize transitions
4. Apply dotted rhythms
5. Use small bow strokes and use smaller joints
6. Don’t allow them to be “snails”

E. Bad tone
1. Use an open string with long values
2. Scrutinize three bowing factors

a. placement viz-a-viz bridge
b. weight
c. bow speed

3. Watch bow
4. Check basic setup and tension
5. Commit to muscle memory
6. Teacher draw the bow “under their ear”--  they have no idea.

XII. The Triangle of Excellence-- practice until every skill can be performed
1. Right-- accuracy 
2. Repeatable-- consistenly
3. Fast-- at tempo, with ease

XIII. Conclusions:
A. Teach each new concept using a MONO-TASKING approach
B. Use all 5 modes of learning-- sound, sight, feel, name, connection
C. Assess the learning alone and in a Multi-tasking context
D. Remediate comoplex problems by stripping back the complexity to

the core cocept,  then rebuild.



E. As we build to performance,  we need constantly to remind students
to MULTI-TASK
1. Dynamics 7. Balance
2. Vibrato 8. Articulate
3. Sing! 9. Project
4. Phrase etc.,  etc., etc..........
5. Listen
6. Blend

F. Successful Multi-tasking is possible when each component is mastered
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